
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

QiJACK by Analysis Plus Launches Dedicated Website 
with New Quantity (Bulk) Pricing 

Built like a tank, QiJACK sets the high-end standard and everything else is just a jack! 

FLUSHING, MI – May 28, 2019 – (GuitarPR) – Analysis Plus, the manufacturer of widely 
acclaimed, patented cables and connectors for the high-end Home and Pro Audio markets, 
has just launched a dedicated website for its QiJACK line of input/output jacks. At the same 
time, the company has introduced new, quantity-based pricing for bulk-shipped QiJACK 
orders as well as an OEM program for manufacturers. 

QiJACK is like no other jack on the market. It’s built like a tank and designed to sound the 
best. The secret is in the patent pending rings which expand into an oval shape to give 
you a consistent grip with two contact points on your plug while substantially reducing 
resistance for the best possible sound. 

QiJACK can be used in a variety of products such as guitars, basses, amplifiers, speaker 
cabinets, pro audio equipment and much more. Whether you’re retrofitting or building 
new, you can now upgrade a weak link in the chain, and when paired with Analysis Plus 
cables, you’ve got a winning combination across the board. 

Visit the new QiJACK website for pricing information and more at: https://QiJack.com.  

At Summer NAMM 

See QiJACK and the rest of the extraordinary Analysis Plus line of cables and connectors in 
Nashville at Summer NAMM, July 18-20 in Booth 206. 

About Analysis Plus 

Founded in 1992, Analysis Plus is a scientific research and design company now focused 
primarily on the high-end music and pro audio industries. They are known for their patented 
cables preferred by musicians and technicians that demand the best, including the likes of 
John Mayer, Kenny Loggins, Hunter Hayes, Richard Bona, Jake Shimabukuro and others. 
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